preservation of both words and the meaning-rich formal and paralinguistic features employed in the performance of a poem, whether that performance is live or has already been encoded in a literary medium. In a field such as Old English, where the only available "performances" must be reconstrued from vellum "scripts," Hymes' structural approach is more applicable. Drawing on ethnopoetics, oral-formulaic theory, and immanent art, Foley creates a modern-English structural translation of Beowulf's opening lines, making apparent such aesthetically loaded features as half-lines, the prologue, an inset story, proverbs, and the sea voyage/ship burial scene. Hopefully this precedent will encourage similar attempts. Imagine the entire poetic corpus ethnopoetically reconfigured and retranslated to the best of our abilities! Such a project would no doubt graphically and acoustically wed many insights into the aesthetic resources being tapped by a poem's manipulation of traditional patterns and foster further research and debates.
At minimum, two paths employing ethnopoetics are forseeable: one would involve the creation of original-language editions referencing significant oral traditional cues, the other ethnopoetic translations into modern English. For example, a structural translation (or perhaps even better, structural translations) of the so-called "elegies" (The Seafarer, The Wanderer, The Wife's Lament, Deor, and others) would inevitably shed light on their unique synthesis of features from native Germanic genres and those derived from Christian-Latin influences.
1
Due to confusion over issues such as genre, rhetorical purpose, number of speakers, and a poem's "back-story," the majority of the poems falling into the category of "elegy" have a wide variety of conflicting interpretations. Perhaps modern English translations foregrounding such oral-traditional strategies as riddling diction, proverbs, and the typical scenes of Exile, Beasts of Battle, and Joy in the Hall would not only contribute to richer and more cogent expositions, but also make more apparent the cognitive filters or interpretations that a specific scholar-translator applies to the Old English, whether at the micro-level of morphemes or at the macrolevel of narrative. I can imagine, for starters, a collection of Seafarer poems ethnopoetically translated into modern English, each translation accompanied by its own justification. Any takers?
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1 For a thorough consideration of the Exeter Book elegies, see Klink's 1992 edition.
